
Public comment for 16-1871-EL-BGN  
 
 
From: Peter Strang [mailto:peters@strangcorp.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2018 8:09 AM 
To: Puco ContactOPSB <contactopsb@puco.ohio.gov> 
Subject: Lake Erie Wind Turbines 
 
               I am opposed to the installation of wind turbines in Lake Erie. We have a beautiful asset in the 
lake and the implications to the fishing, bird migration, and overall visibility will have a negative impact. I 
would ask that the board not consider this option. 
 
Thank You 
Peter Strang 
21253 Avalon Dr. 
Rocky River, OH 44116 
 

mailto:contactopsb@puco.ohio.gov
mailto:peters@strangcorp.com


Public comment for 16-1871-EL-BGN (please include email below and attachment) 
 
From: Sherri Lange [mailto:kodaisl@rogers.com]  
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2018 10:39 AM 
To: Puco ContactOPSB <contactopsb@puco.ohio.gov>; Haque, Asim <Asim.Haque@puco.ohio.gov> 
Subject: GERMAN RE PIONEER DEMANDS END TO CHAOTIC WIND 

 

 Dear Matt and Chairman Haque, 

 
Happy Easter Season to you and your families. 

 
Would you please add this important information to the OPSB Case No. 
16-1871-EL-BGN? 

 
Additionally, kindly note that in Ontario there are general elections on June 
7th. The PC leader, who everyone expects to become Premier with a majority, 

Doug Ford, has openly said he is going to kill the Green Energy Act of 2009, 
and remediate the negative impacts of wind development in the Province, 

including "taking down," offending, dangerous, uneconomical, and out of 
compliance turbines. It is certain he will disapprove, as he does already, of the 
Icebreaker proposed project. Important to remember that the water, airspace, 

birds and wildlife are mutually maintained and enjoyed and used, by Canada 
and the USA. 

 
The German experience wind disastrous "renewables" policies, has left them to 
scramble with nuclear imported from France, and re-generation of coal fired, as 

noted in the article below. 
 
Here are two additional links (see attached) referring to the German experience, 

showing zero positive impact on GHGs, and CO2, and the exorbitant cost for 
this experiment. Dumping hundreds of billions into wind and solar, has not 

reduced by one iota, the CO2 of that country. 
 
http://notrickszone.com/2018/03/28/germany-proves-that-burning-money-

on-green-energies-does-not-reduce-co2-emissions-bitter-
result/#sthash.USCuX6m4.aXfZMjjF.dpbs 
By P Gosselin on 28. March 2018 

German CO2 equivalent emissions refuse to budge 10 
straight years running, despite hundreds of BILLIONS 
invested in green energies. 
As we have been hearing recently, global CO2 emissions continue their steady climb, 
despite the trillions of dollars committed to green energy sources worldwide and efforts 
to curb CO2 emissions. 
 

With very best wishes, 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fnotrickszone.com%2F2018%2F03%2F28%2Fgermany-proves-that-burning-money-on-green-energies-does-not-reduce-co2-emissions-bitter-result%2F%23sthash.USCuX6m4.aXfZMjjF.dpbs&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=qGViZnfUyJds5RDSZVCko84BFSPlARXcts799WXJWto%3D&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fnotrickszone.com%2F2018%2F03%2F28%2Fgermany-proves-that-burning-money-on-green-energies-does-not-reduce-co2-emissions-bitter-result%2F%23sthash.USCuX6m4.aXfZMjjF.dpbs&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=qGViZnfUyJds5RDSZVCko84BFSPlARXcts799WXJWto%3D&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fnotrickszone.com%2Fauthor%2Fadmin%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=vYoll0lenaVHYmcacLkVTwL8WDZheFDFvRIjp99uoMY%3D&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fnotrickszone.com%2F2018%2F03%2F28%2Fgermany-proves-that-burning-money-on-green-energies-does-not-reduce-co2-emissions-bitter-result%2F%23sthash.USCuX6m4.aXfZMjjF.dpbs&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=qGViZnfUyJds5RDSZVCko84BFSPlARXcts799WXJWto%3D&reserved=0
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Sherri 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Sherri Lange 
CEO, NA-PAW, North American Platform Against Wind Power  
Executive Director, Canada, Great Lakes Wind Truth 
VP Canada, Save the Eagles International 
kodaisl@rogers.com 
www.na-paw.org 
Twitter: #torwinaction 

 
Please note that messages to these lists are intended for the private members and invitees 
only. If the material is informational, please feel free to circulate. If posting, please consider 
copyright laws. Please note that not all the views contained in circulation of news are those 
of NA-PAW.  If you have received this in error, please respond to the writer and delete the 
message.  
 

Thank you! 
 

 

 

 
Call 
Send SMS 

Call from mobile 
Add to Skype 
You'll need Skype Credit 

 

 
 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 11:01 AM 
Subject: Re: GERMAN RE PIONEER DEMANDS END TO CHAOTIC WIND 
 

This is unbelieveable! 

 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.na-paw.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=yaCzL89K8IJ3mwp3ih5Jd9smVghPquBkO4fD%2FiHgf9A%3D&reserved=0
mailto:kodaisl@rogers.com


Al 
 

On Thu, Mar 29, 2018 at 8:26 AM, Sherri Lange <kodaisl@rogers.com> wrote: 

Regrets: Fritz Vahrenholt – German RE Pioneer Demands End to Chaotic Wind 

Power Push 
 

  

 

Regrets: Fritz Vahrenholt – German RE 

Pioneer Demands End to Chaotic Wind P... 

If the tech savvy Germans can’t make wind and solar power work, no 

one can. The Germans love cobbling together e... 

 

  

 

 

Regrets: Fritz Vahrenholt – German RE Pioneer Demands 

End to Chaotic Wind Power Push 
March 27, 2018 by stopthesethings 4 Comments 

 
Fritz Vahrenholt: finally sits down to a banquet of consequences. 

  

If the tech savvy Germans can’t make wind and solar power work, no one can. 

The Germans love cobbling together endless, guttural syllables to create nouns longer than the 

Autobahn. 

‘Energiewende’ roughly translates as ‘energy transition’, which Germans have taken to mean a 

new path with energy. Germans were told that instead of coal and nukes, they’d run on 

sunshine and breezes, as if by magic. 

Except that it didn’t quite pan out that way. 

Germany has policies in place that will squander 
close to €1 trillion in subsidies ladled out to wind 
and solar. 
Years ago, its brains trust determined to shutter its 
safe and reliable fleet of nuclear power plants by 
2022; hypocritically, Germany still imports plenty of 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstopthesethings.com%2F2018%2F03%2F27%2Fregrets-fritz-vahrenholt-german-re-pioneer-demands-end-to-chaotic-wind-power-push%2F%23comments&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=7PGk3nRL6rswOPG5oES6%2B%2BSz3dqMyEXoLWwO9513IhE%3D&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstopthesethings.com%2F2016%2F11%2F03%2Fgermanys-etrillion-euro-disaster-wind-power-transition-destroys-its-industrial-heartland%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=7lZ2FYM4mDDsmI%2FIT9kxJbzOkVmZb7lr1LAbrPI23iE%3D&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstopthesethings.files.wordpress.com%2F2018%2F03%2Fprof-dr-fritz-vahrenholt-deutsche-wildtier-stiftung-19.jpg&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=UxlgIRnlv6IFakianLhl2%2BpmyjoD1hA1Oish73Z%2BpkU%3D&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstopthesethings.com%2Fauthor%2Fstopthesethings%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=WBeUY8T6xSgixWpICTx8TZ91NN8Buc9BQYmz3b6msVk%3D&reserved=0
mailto:kodaisl@rogers.com
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nuclear generated electricity from France and will do 
for decades to come. 
Coupled with its push kill off its nuclear fleet, the 
chaos delivered by solar and wind power has caused 
Germans to build new coal-fired power plants and to 
refurbish its large, existing coal-fired fleet of 
generators. 
Power prices have rocketed – more than a million German households have been chopped from 

the grid, unable to afford electricity, with an added 328,000 left powerless in just 12 

months: ‘Transition’ to Wind & Solar Sends German Power Prices Into Orbit: 328,000 Families 

Chopped from Grid 

And blackouts and load shedding are now a part of daily life in Deutschland: Renewables Rush 

Sends Germans Back to the Dark Ages: Blackouts Now Part of Daily Life 

So those responsible for the Energiewende could be expected to feel a little sheepish about 

what was meant to be a cheap and easy transition to nature’s wonder fuels. 

Fritz Vahrenholt was among Germany’s renewable energy pioneers and was Hamburg’s Senator 

for the environment. 

Faced with the inevitable consequences of attempting to run a first world economy on Third 

World ‘fuels’, Vahrenholt has done a monumental about-face. Albeit, far too late to salvage an 

inevitable, self-inflicted disaster. 

Fritz Vahrenholt: German Opposition To Wind Farms Is Growing 

Die Welt 

Olaf Preuss 

12 March 2018 

Fritz Vahrenholt, Hamburg’s former environment senator, was one of the pioneers of 

Germany’s Energiewende. 

Today, he finds its implementation miserable and believes that the new federal government 

urgently needs to change course in response to growing public resistance against more and 

more wind turbines. 

Fritz Vahrenholt, 68, always liked to argue against the mainstream. As Hamburg’s 

environmental senator in the 1990s, the Social Democrat fought with environmental 

organisations and the Greens. As the founder of the wind turbine manufacturer Repower 

Systems in Hamburg – now Senvion – and RWE’s subsidiary Innogy in Essen, Germany, he 

was a pioneer of the green energy transition (Energiewende), which was rejected by large parts 

of industry at that time. Today, Vahrenholt, the director of the German Wildlife Foundation, is 

critical about the expansion of wind power. He is calling for the deceleration of Germany’s 

transformation of the energy system. 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstopthesethings.com%2F2018%2F02%2F10%2Frenewables-rush-sends-germans-back-to-the-dark-ages-blackouts-now-part-of-daily-life%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=rWZTGuDpMzU8TdxnGl10F6MsCVYaCwbSwckf6LvxBqA%3D&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstopthesethings.com%2F2018%2F02%2F10%2Frenewables-rush-sends-germans-back-to-the-dark-ages-blackouts-now-part-of-daily-life%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=rWZTGuDpMzU8TdxnGl10F6MsCVYaCwbSwckf6LvxBqA%3D&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstopthesethings.com%2F2018%2F02%2F01%2Ftransition-to-wind-solar-sends-german-power-prices-into-orbit-328000-families-chopped-from-grid%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=NO%2BcMYxqE2V9naC1tlehnm0pMSvvwaUzvnWvO%2BlNHH0%3D&reserved=0
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WELT AM SONNTAG: Mr. Vahrenholt, what do you think of the coalition agreement between 

CDU/CSU and SPD with regards to energy and climate policy? 

FRITZ VAHRENHOLT: When it comes to energy policy, the 177 pages of the coalition agreement 

are an act of stupidity. In 2019 and 2020, the expansion of wind power in Germany is set to be 

massively accelerated even though nobody knows what to do with all this wind power in times 

of heavy winds. 

And when there is little wind, the expansion does not help, as electricity production then 

remains close to zero. It is like the foolish acts by the people of Schilda (Schildbürger) who tried 

to carry sacks of light into the windowless town hall. 

WAMS: Rainer Baake (Green Party) who for many years had been Secretary of State in the 

Ministry of the Environment and later in the Ministry of Economic Affairs, resigned this week, 

claiming that he did not support the climate and energy policy of the new coalition government. 

Baake is considered the most important architect of Germany’s Energiewende. 

FRITZ VAHRENHOLT: Baake’s resignation is a stroke of luck for German energy policy. He has 

played a decisive role in shaping the green energy transition and is responsible for its 

undesirable developments. If he had his way, the energy transition would have been even more 

expensive: He wanted to reduce the EEG levy for wind and solar power while consumers would 

have to pay through new levies on heating oil and gas and the drivers with a further fuel tax. 

Thank God he didn’t succeed. 

What is your main criticism about the Energiewende? 

With our move towards intermittent wind and solar energy we have reached a dead end. 

Correcting the undesirable developments by imposing ever-increasing costs on households and 

drivers, that smells like a planned economy. 

A few years ago, the then Federal Minister of the Environment, Peter Altmaier (CDU), who will 

now become Federal Minister of Economics and Energy, estimated the possible total costs of 

the Energiewende at up to one trillion – i.e. thousand billion – euro. This is destroying the 

competitiveness of Germany as a location for industry. In his new office, he must do everything 

possible to ensure that this does not become reality. 

Die Welt 

 
The great shame is that is was as inevitable as it was avoidable. 

 

  
Sherri Lange 
CEO, NA-PAW, North American Platform Against Wind Power  
Executive Director, Canada, Great Lakes Wind Truth 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstopthesethings.files.wordpress.com%2F2014%2F01%2Fashamed-head-in-hands-e1397366111938.jpg&data=02%7C01%7Ccontactopsb%40puco.ohio.gov%7Cf8618cc5adb9476f512008d5964c0669%7C50f8fcc494d84f0784eb36ed57c7c8a2%7C0%7C0%7C636580176441453522&sdata=JBBMXDGYGf0HbfCkxZRzRsK1oRyQdFr9rYTAhC%2FD81Q%3D&reserved=0
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VP Canada, Save the Eagles International 
kodaisl@rogers.com 
www.na-paw.org 
Twitter: #torwinaction 

 
Please note that messages to these lists are intended for the private members and invitees 
only. If the material is informational, please feel free to circulate. If posting, please consider 
copyright laws. Please note that not all the views contained in circulation of news are those 
of NA-PAW.  If you have received this in error, please respond to the writer and delete the 
message.  
 

Thank you! 
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You'll need Skype Credit 
 

 

 

 

--  

Al Isselhard  

Wolcott, New York 
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http://notrickszone.com/2018/03/28/germany-proves-that-burning-money-on-green-energies-

does-not-reduce-co2-emissions-bitter-result/#sthash.USCuX6m4.aXfZMjjF.dpbs 

By P Gosselin on 28. March 2018 

German CO2 equivalent emissions refuse to budge 10 
straight years running, despite hundreds of BILLIONS 
invested in green energies. 
As we have been hearing recently, global CO2 emissions continue their steady climb, 
despite the trillions of dollars committed to green energy sources worldwide and efforts 
to curb CO2 emissions. 

 
Source: International Energy Agency (IEA). 

Looking at countries individually, Germany, a self-designated “leader” for carbon free 
energies, saw its equivalent CO2 greenhouse gas emissions in 2017 fall only a measly 
half a percent. 

Big green talk, so little to show 
If any country has seen huge chasm between its CO2 reductions performance and 
its lofty green rhetoric, Germany is it. 

Despite the hundreds of billions already spent on green energies, mainly, wind, sun and 
biogas, Paris Accord cheerleader Germany has not seen any progress in CO2 reductions 
ten years running: 

http://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/GECO2017.pdf
http://notrickszone.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Global-CO2-emissions-2017.png
http://notrickszone.com/author/admin/
http://notrickszone.com/2018/03/28/germany-proves-that-burning-money-on-green-energies-does-not-reduce-co2-emissions-bitter-result/#sthash.USCuX6m4.aXfZMjjF.dpbs
http://notrickszone.com/2018/03/28/germany-proves-that-burning-money-on-green-energies-does-not-reduce-co2-emissions-bitter-result/#sthash.USCuX6m4.aXfZMjjF.dpbs


 
Germany CO2 equivalent emissions, millions of metric tons. Source UBA. 

According to Germany’s UBA Umweltbundesamt(Federal Environment Agency), 
Germany’s reductions still remain stuck at the levels of 10 years ago (2009 = 908 
million tonnnes CO2 equivalent – see chart above). 
Dubious 1990 benchmark 
Most of the country’s CO2 reductions since 1990 arose from the shutdown of old 
communist run East German industry, after the eastern and western parts of the divided 
nation united in 1990. 

Offshored emissions, pollution 
Also huge CO2 reductions resulted from the offshoring of energy-intensive industries, to 
countries where regulations are less strict, labor is cheaper and energy efficiency is 
woefully lower; for example: China. The true result: Germany managed to cut its CO2 
equivalent emissions, but the net result is most likely greater overall CO2 emissions. 

 

 

 

http://notrickszone.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Germany-2017-CO2-levels.png
https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/presse/pressemitteilungen/klimabilanz-2017-emissionen-gehen-leicht-zurueck
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Additional public comment for 16-1871-EL-BGN (please include email below and attachment) 
 
 
From: Sherri Lange [mailto:kodaisl@rogers.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, April 3, 2018 4:35 PM 
To: Puco ContactOPSB <contactopsb@puco.ohio.gov>; Haque, Asim <Asim.Haque@puco.ohio.gov> 
Subject: Fw: GERMAN RE PIONEER DEMANDS END TO CHAOTIC WIND 

 

Hi Matt and Chairman Haque, 

 
Just an additional note to you adding to the last message.  Next Era has 
announced it will sell off all its wind and solar assets in Ontario. There can be 

little question that this is a result of recent political events, with the surety of a 
new Premier on June 7th. 

 
http://poweradvisoryllc.com/potential-portfolio-sale-review-of-nextera-energy-
canadian-assets/ 

 
While of course Next Era suggests tax advantages to moving assets to the US, 
and a sale to the Canada Pension Fund, which can easily handle the sure to 

come lower asset values, what is very clear is that Ontario is no longer 
"friendly" to wind and solar subsidy gougers, and the end is nigh. There are 

several possibilities that have been suggested: for sure the Premier will end the 
Green Energy Act of 2009. Following that, subsidies may be curtailed or 
stopped altogether. Loans and favored access to the grid, as well as other perks 

of the industry, may be seen as noncompetitive to Ontario's energy mix, and 
consumers, and it is entirely possible also that new safety parameters may be 

put in place, to independently measure and control dBa, Infra Sound, 
vibration, and shadow flicker. Legal pundits have suggested for some time now 
that the contracts are "odious," and non binding. 

 
It’s time to tear up Ontario’s green scheme contracts 
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It’s time to tear up Ontario’s green scheme 

contracts 

By Anthony Furey 

We can save Ontario ratepayers billions of dollars by tearing up the 

green energy contracts that are playing a p... 

 

  

 
 

Thank you for inclusion of this to the Case number as below. 
 
Kind regards, 

 
Sherri 

 
 
  

Sherri Lange 
CEO, NA-PAW, North American Platform Against Wind Power  
Executive Director, Canada, Great Lakes Wind Truth 

VP Canada, Save the Eagles International 
kodaisl@rogers.com 
www.na-paw.org 
Twitter: #torwinaction 
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----- Forwarded Message ----- 
From: Sherri Lange <kodaisl@rogers.com> 
To: Matt Butler OPSB <contactopsb@puco.ohio.gov>; "asim.haque@puco.ohio.gov" 
<asim.haque@puco.ohio.gov>  
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2018 10:39 AM 
Subject: GERMAN RE PIONEER DEMANDS END TO CHAOTIC WIND 
 

 Dear Matt and Chairman Haque, 
 

Happy Easter Season to you and your families. 
 
Would you please add this important information to the OPSB Case No. 

16-1871-EL-BGN? 
 
Additionally, kindly note that in Ontario there are general elections on June 

7th. The PC leader, who everyone expects to become Premier with a majority, 
Doug Ford, has openly said he is going to kill the Green Energy Act of 2009, 

and remediate the negative impacts of wind development in the Province, 
including "taking down," offending, dangerous, uneconomical, and out of 
compliance turbines. It is certain he will disapprove, as he does already, of the 

Icebreaker proposed project. Important to remember that the water, airspace, 
birds and wildlife are mutually maintained and enjoyed and used, by Canada 

and the USA. 
 
The German experience wind disastrous "renewables" policies, has left them to 

scramble with nuclear imported from France, and re-generation of coal fired, as 
noted in the article below. 
 

Here are two additional links (see attached) referring to the German experience, 
showing zero positive impact on GHGs, and CO2, and the exorbitant cost for 

this experiment. Dumping hundreds of billions into wind and solar, has not 
reduced by one iota, the CO2 of that country. 
 

http://notrickszone.com/2018/03/28/germany-proves-that-burning-money-
on-green-energies-does-not-reduce-co2-emissions-bitter-
result/#sthash.USCuX6m4.aXfZMjjF.dpbs 
By P Gosselin on 28. March 2018 

German CO2 equivalent emissions refuse to budge 10 
straight years running, despite hundreds of BILLIONS 

invested in green energies. 
As we have been hearing recently, global CO2 emissions continue their steady 
climb, despite the trillions of dollars committed to green energy sources 

worldwide and efforts to curb CO2 emissions. 
 
With very best wishes, 
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Sherri Lange 
CEO, NA-PAW, North American Platform Against Wind Power  
Executive Director, Canada, Great Lakes Wind Truth 
VP Canada, Save the Eagles International 
kodaisl@rogers.com 
www.na-paw.org 
Twitter: #torwinaction 
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Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2018 11:01 AM 
Subject: Re: GERMAN RE PIONEER DEMANDS END TO CHAOTIC WIND 
 

This is unbelieveable! 
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On Thu, Mar 29, 2018 at 8:26 AM, Sherri Lange <kodaisl@rogers.com> wrote: 

Regrets: Fritz Vahrenholt – German RE Pioneer Demands End to Chaotic Wind 

Power Push 
 

  

 

Regrets: Fritz Vahrenholt – German RE 

Pioneer Demands End to Chaotic Wind P... 

If the tech savvy Germans can’t make wind and solar power work, no 

one can. The Germans love cobbling together e... 

 

  

 

 

Regrets: Fritz Vahrenholt – German RE Pioneer Demands 

End to Chaotic Wind Power Push 
March 27, 2018 by stopthesethings 4 Comments 

 
Fritz Vahrenholt: finally sits down to a banquet of consequences. 

  

If the tech savvy Germans can’t make wind and solar power work, no one can. 

The Germans love cobbling together endless, guttural syllables to create nouns longer than the 

Autobahn. 

‘Energiewende’ roughly translates as ‘energy transition’, which Germans have taken to mean a 

new path with energy. Germans were told that instead of coal and nukes, they’d run on 

sunshine and breezes, as if by magic. 

Except that it didn’t quite pan out that way. 

Germany has policies in place that will squander 
close to €1 trillion in subsidies ladled out to wind 
and solar. 
Years ago, its brains trust determined to shutter its 
safe and reliable fleet of nuclear power plants by 
2022; hypocritically, Germany still imports plenty of 
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nuclear generated electricity from France and will do 
for decades to come. 
Coupled with its push kill off its nuclear fleet, the 
chaos delivered by solar and wind power has caused 
Germans to build new coal-fired power plants and to 
refurbish its large, existing coal-fired fleet of 
generators. 
Power prices have rocketed – more than a million German households have been chopped from 

the grid, unable to afford electricity, with an added 328,000 left powerless in just 12 

months: ‘Transition’ to Wind & Solar Sends German Power Prices Into Orbit: 328,000 Families 

Chopped from Grid 

And blackouts and load shedding are now a part of daily life in Deutschland: Renewables Rush 

Sends Germans Back to the Dark Ages: Blackouts Now Part of Daily Life 

So those responsible for the Energiewende could be expected to feel a little sheepish about 

what was meant to be a cheap and easy transition to nature’s wonder fuels. 

Fritz Vahrenholt was among Germany’s renewable energy pioneers and was Hamburg’s Senator 

for the environment. 

Faced with the inevitable consequences of attempting to run a first world economy on Third 

World ‘fuels’, Vahrenholt has done a monumental about-face. Albeit, far too late to salvage an 

inevitable, self-inflicted disaster. 

Fritz Vahrenholt: German Opposition To Wind Farms Is Growing 

Die Welt 

Olaf Preuss 

12 March 2018 

Fritz Vahrenholt, Hamburg’s former environment senator, was one of the pioneers of 

Germany’s Energiewende. 

Today, he finds its implementation miserable and believes that the new federal government 

urgently needs to change course in response to growing public resistance against more and 

more wind turbines. 

Fritz Vahrenholt, 68, always liked to argue against the mainstream. As Hamburg’s 

environmental senator in the 1990s, the Social Democrat fought with environmental 

organisations and the Greens. As the founder of the wind turbine manufacturer Repower 

Systems in Hamburg – now Senvion – and RWE’s subsidiary Innogy in Essen, Germany, he 

was a pioneer of the green energy transition (Energiewende), which was rejected by large parts 

of industry at that time. Today, Vahrenholt, the director of the German Wildlife Foundation, is 

critical about the expansion of wind power. He is calling for the deceleration of Germany’s 

transformation of the energy system. 
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WELT AM SONNTAG: Mr. Vahrenholt, what do you think of the coalition agreement between 

CDU/CSU and SPD with regards to energy and climate policy? 

FRITZ VAHRENHOLT: When it comes to energy policy, the 177 pages of the coalition agreement 

are an act of stupidity. In 2019 and 2020, the expansion of wind power in Germany is set to be 

massively accelerated even though nobody knows what to do with all this wind power in times 

of heavy winds. 

And when there is little wind, the expansion does not help, as electricity production then 

remains close to zero. It is like the foolish acts by the people of Schilda (Schildbürger) who tried 

to carry sacks of light into the windowless town hall. 

WAMS: Rainer Baake (Green Party) who for many years had been Secretary of State in the 

Ministry of the Environment and later in the Ministry of Economic Affairs, resigned this week, 

claiming that he did not support the climate and energy policy of the new coalition government. 

Baake is considered the most important architect of Germany’s Energiewende. 

FRITZ VAHRENHOLT: Baake’s resignation is a stroke of luck for German energy policy. He has 

played a decisive role in shaping the green energy transition and is responsible for its 

undesirable developments. If he had his way, the energy transition would have been even more 

expensive: He wanted to reduce the EEG levy for wind and solar power while consumers would 

have to pay through new levies on heating oil and gas and the drivers with a further fuel tax. 

Thank God he didn’t succeed. 

What is your main criticism about the Energiewende? 

With our move towards intermittent wind and solar energy we have reached a dead end. 

Correcting the undesirable developments by imposing ever-increasing costs on households and 

drivers, that smells like a planned economy. 

A few years ago, the then Federal Minister of the Environment, Peter Altmaier (CDU), who will 

now become Federal Minister of Economics and Energy, estimated the possible total costs of 

the Energiewende at up to one trillion – i.e. thousand billion – euro. This is destroying the 

competitiveness of Germany as a location for industry. In his new office, he must do everything 

possible to ensure that this does not become reality. 

Die Welt 

 
The great shame is that is was as inevitable as it was avoidable. 

 

  
Sherri Lange 
CEO, NA-PAW, North American Platform Against Wind Power  
Executive Director, Canada, Great Lakes Wind Truth 
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http://notrickszone.com/2018/03/28/germany-proves-that-burning-money-on-green-energies-

does-not-reduce-co2-emissions-bitter-result/#sthash.USCuX6m4.aXfZMjjF.dpbs 

By P Gosselin on 28. March 2018 

German CO2 equivalent emissions refuse to budge 10 
straight years running, despite hundreds of BILLIONS 
invested in green energies. 
As we have been hearing recently, global CO2 emissions continue their steady climb, 
despite the trillions of dollars committed to green energy sources worldwide and efforts 
to curb CO2 emissions. 

 
Source: International Energy Agency (IEA). 

Looking at countries individually, Germany, a self-designated “leader” for carbon free 
energies, saw its equivalent CO2 greenhouse gas emissions in 2017 fall only a measly 
half a percent. 

Big green talk, so little to show 
If any country has seen huge chasm between its CO2 reductions performance and 
its lofty green rhetoric, Germany is it. 

Despite the hundreds of billions already spent on green energies, mainly, wind, sun and 
biogas, Paris Accord cheerleader Germany has not seen any progress in CO2 reductions 
ten years running: 

http://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/GECO2017.pdf
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Germany CO2 equivalent emissions, millions of metric tons. Source UBA. 

According to Germany’s UBA Umweltbundesamt(Federal Environment Agency), 
Germany’s reductions still remain stuck at the levels of 10 years ago (2009 = 908 
million tonnnes CO2 equivalent – see chart above). 
Dubious 1990 benchmark 
Most of the country’s CO2 reductions since 1990 arose from the shutdown of old 
communist run East German industry, after the eastern and western parts of the divided 
nation united in 1990. 

Offshored emissions, pollution 
Also huge CO2 reductions resulted from the offshoring of energy-intensive industries, to 
countries where regulations are less strict, labor is cheaper and energy efficiency is 
woefully lower; for example: China. The true result: Germany managed to cut its CO2 
equivalent emissions, but the net result is most likely greater overall CO2 emissions. 
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